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CAMPUS ASSEMBLES SUNDAY
FOR CHRISTMAS PROGRAM

Vol. 48

C. 0. P. — STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Jim Taylor, Archite Pledge, Chosen
First Beau of Mu Zeta Rho Last Night

By HUBERTA WILLIAMS
One of the newest 'of College of the Pacific traditions, the
all-campus Christmas program and caroling procession, which
attracted hundreds of persons last year, will be held for the second
time Sunday night.
Members of the A Cappella Choir will start the caroling
procession at 7:00 at Mu Zeta Rho. Gathering in each living group
Dec. 12, 1952 —No. 11 as it moves along, the procession will continue to Zeta Phi, Manor
Hall, South and West Halls, and Anderson Y where off-campus
students, including members of Tau Gamma Sigma and Acacia,
-•will join the procession.
From' the "Y" the procession
goes to North Hall where Quonset and North Hall residents will
oin the carolers. From this spot
the group will proceed to Frater
The program of the Messiah to
nity Circle, Sorority Circle, and
be presented by the Stockton
then to Dr. Burns' home where
College Oratorio chorus and the the faculty will join the procesCollege of the Pacific A Cappella
which will then go to the
Choir in the Sacramento Civic
Conservatory for the indoor pro
Memorial Auditorium next Wed
nesday night at 8 p.m. with the gram.

Paula Hayward Is
Alternate Choice For
Calif. Maid of Cotton

BODLEY CHOIRS WILL
SING MESSIAH TWICE

By EUNICE FEEZIL
Last night at a Mu Zete-Archania exchange dessert, a turn
about on campus queen contests and a new tradition was begun
with the selection and subsequent crowning of Jim Taylor as the
first Beau of Mu Zeta Rho.
Feeling for a long time that COP men had little of the glamour
in their lives that surrounds the women as dewey-eyed queens,
sweethearts, belles, and princesses are picked from their midst, a
nominating committee got to-*
help of Sacramento singers, will TABLEAUX
gether and picked a suitable repbe previewed Sunday evening in
Christmas tableaux with Ray
resentative to commence this new
the Stockton High School Audi Fry, Paula Hayward, Peggy Alsemi-annual affair.
torium.
drich, Marshall Breeden, Dorothy
As special guests, Mrs. R. A.
Mr. J. Russell Bodley and the Fisher, Art Dull, Marge Kenny,
Brady, head resident, Miss Har
choirs with the help of George F. Fred Hutchinson, Helen Wolber,
riet Monroe, dean of women, Mrs.
Barr, director of music in Sacra and Barbara Leonard, will be pre
Ruby Brimm, Mu Zete house
"Christian Dynamics in a Sha
mento, have worked hard to bring sented on stage. Each living
mother, and Mrs. Ora DuBois, ken World" is the title of the an
this performance to both the group will sing a Christmas carol
Archania housemother looked on, nual YW and YMCA Regional
Last Friday night COP's three Stockton and Sacramento audi as the tableaux appear.
pledges of both houses presented Student Faculty Conference.
Maid of Cotton contestants trav ence. Although the Sacramento
entertainment.
Songs and order of appearance
eled
to Fresno to meet cotton dig singers will not be present at the
The
conference
will
be
held
dur
With Mu Zete president, Jeanne
of each group follow:
Hardie acting as mistress of cere ing Christmas vacation from De nitaries who escourted them to performance on Sunday, they
1. Manor Hall: "Santa Claus is
monies, the qualifications for cember 28 to January 3 at the the Hotel Californian judging will be in full on Wednesday night Coming to Town" and "Jingle
in Sacramento to make a total Bells."
beau selection were explained, and Asilomar Conference Grounds in headquarters.
Chosen as first alternate in the of approximately 300 voices to
after suitable hesitation, the beau Pacific Grove near scenic Monte
2. Rho Lambda Phi: "God Rest
contest was Paula Hayward, who sing the Messiah under the direc Ye Merry Gentlemen."
was announced and Jim Taylor rey.
was conducted to the seat of
3. Omega Phi Alpha: "Deck the
Representatives from the far takes the place of winner Virginia tion of Fritz Berens.
honor, a high stool borrowed from western states including Arizona, Boyle from Cal in the event some
The College of the Pacific or Halls With Boughs of Holly."
the COP art department.
4. Zeta Phi: "There's a Song in
Nevada, California, and Hawaii thing happens to her before the chestra under the direction of
Presented first with his badge will be attending the conference. national contest.
Horace I. Brown and having the Air."
of office, a big red hair bow, It is estimated that between
Paula's story of the weekend Marilyn Robinson as concert5. West Hall: "O Little Town
which was fastened in his hair, three hundred and fifty and four makes any girl envious of the mistress will supply the music of Bethlehem."
he received a large sugar daddy hundred people will attend.
contestant for the Maid of Cotton, for the Messiah on Sunday. So
6. Epsilon Lambda Sigma: "The
sucker and silver key chain.
First on the luncheon program prano soloist will be June Hook First Noel."
Howard Thurman from All
Jim is a sophomore music ma Friend's Church in San Francisco was an introduction to the receiv alto soloist Nadine Stuhlmuller,
7. Tau Kappa Kappa: "It Came
jor from Antioch. He is an active will be the main platform speaker ing line which included seven tenor soloist Dick Robertson, and Upon a Midnight Clear."
member of the rally committee, for the conference. Arthur Hol- judges, as well as leaders in the bass soloist will be Bill Todd.
8. North Hall and Quonsets:
a member of the COP orchestra ton, Women's Choir director and cotton industry. Included in the
Ushering will be done by the "We Three Kings."
and band, and is a pledge of music instructor here at Pacific, seven was Miss Harriet Monroe, Spurs for the program starting at
9. Alpha Theta Tau: "Hark the
Alpha Kappa Phi.
dean of women at College of the 3 p.m. in the Stockton High Audi Herald Angels Sing."
will be music director.
10. Mu Zeta Rho: "Away in a
Nine seminars led by outstand Pacific. Mr. J. Drinkwater, who torium on Sunday, December 14.
Manger."
ing men in their fields will be was head judge gave a speech
11. South Hall: "O Holy Night."
held during the Asilomar Confer during the main course of the
12. Tau Gamma Sigma and Offence. Subjects such as "How can luncheon and then called on the
Campus
Students: "Joy to the
contestants
to
speak
for
two
min
one's faith be deepened?" "How
World."
utes
on
an
impromptu
subject.
can we be stable persons," "What
13. Alpha Kappa Phi: "What
Modeling of the formals took
Last night a popular COP coed are the steps to peace?" "Free en
The stage is all set for the an
Child
is This?"
was stabbed as she walked by terprise or planned economy?", place before the final announce nual PSA formal, Winter Fan
14. Faculty: "O Come All Ye
ment
that
Virginia
Boyle
and
and
"How
can
students
be
effec
the back of the End Zone on
tasy, to be held in the White Room
Faithful."
tive in the community?" will be Paula Hayward were winner and of the Stockton Hotel tonight.
Stagg Way.
first
alternate
respectively.
discussed
in
the
seminars.
Mr.
At approximately 7:15 p.m. as
Beginning at 9 p.m. and lasting PRESENTS
the West Hall girl walked down Kunkel, an outstanding psycholo
At the conclusion of this pro
until 1 a.m., couples will dance to
Stagg Way, two young men ap gist and author of several books,
gram the entire audience will
the
music
of
Ted
Herman,
COP
peared behind her. Pulling a will lead one of the groups. Art
gather at Stagg Memorial Christ
alumnus, and his band.
scarf around her mouth in an ef Cassidy of Palo Alto will b» in
mas Tree for the traditional gift
Jim Cox, is general chairman of presentation by the house presi
fort to gag her, one of them charge of the worship program,
gram.
stabbed her in the back.
Starting Monday, December the affair. Working with him to dents. The Christmas Tree Fund,
Luckily, the thickness of her
15th, Naranjados may be bought make the evening a success are collected in the living groups, will
camels hair coat lessened the fied them as "college age fel as Christmas presents. Attractive Louetta Salsa, bids; John Moss- be used this year for food and
force of the blow and she received lows."
gift certificates will be sold at man, invitations; A1 Muller, publi clothing for university students
a nasty flesh wound. Uttering a .Her housemother took her to the PSA office daily from 10 to 2. city; and Beverly Lloyd, decora and faculties in Korea.
frightened scream, she caught her the college infirmary immediate
tions.
After the lighting of the Christ
Remember your housemothers,
two assailants off guard for a ly where her wound was dressed
mas
Tree, the gift presentation,
Decorations
are
on
the
light
good friends, etc.
You can
moment and was able to make and she was treated for shock.
fantastic side as chairman Lloyd and the singing of "Silent Night,"
purchase
either
gift
certificates
her way back to West Hall. In Stockton police were notified
promises plenty of light blue the entire group will proceed to
the confusion she saw the face of and will maintain a strict campus for the full price of $7.00 or the crepe paper, snowflakes, icicles, the dining hall for coffee, hot
down payment of $4.00. This will
one of her attackers and identi- patrol.
chocolate, and doughnuts.
and Christmas trees.
make the perfect gift.

COP Students-Faculty
Will Attend Regional
Asilomar Conference

Coed Stabbed
By Assailants

PSA WINTER FANTASY
SET FOR TONIGHT

Ask Santa For
ANaranjado
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GOP Receives $500 For
Methodist Students
A sum of $500 has been set
aside by a committee on Metho
dist Student Church Relation
ship under the California-Nevada
Conference to be used on the
COP campus for those students
affiliated with or interested in
the Methodist Church and its
activities.
Every Methodist church in town
is represented on this committee.
A plan has been set up to form a
student council comprised of one
student from each church in town
and the minister from that
church. Their job will be to sub
mit ideas and plans on how to
distribute this money for the
benefit of the Methodist students.
Some suggested uses of the
money are to pay part of the ex
penses for retreats, the trip to
Asilomar by sponsoring a repre
sentative, and to the Anderson Y
for some of its speakers.

For those
SPECIAL
Gifts
Your Registered
Jeweler
Carries
Guaranteed
& CUFF LINKS

it

ELECTRIC
RAZORS

it PEN and
PENCIL SETS
• TIE CLIPS

Personal Jewelry
of

ALL Types

BORELLI
JEWELERS
2047 Pacific Ave. Phone 2-2443

IN ONE EAR
By GEORGE FOWLER

A number of people (2) have
suggested a music column in the
Weekly. This will be it, for better
or worse (probably the latter) and
any criticisms or suggestions
(suggestions preferred) will be
welcomed. I will try to keep it as
objective as possible. All set?
From the many "LP" now
available, three in particular come
to mind for this initial critique.
Bach: 6 Partidas. Paul BaduraSkoda, piano. Westminster Rec
ords. The young (25) Viennese
pianist, Badura-Skoda plays these
delightful compositions skillfully
and lovingly. Under his hands
they become a monument to Bach.
They are available singly or as a
three record set. Recording, ex
cellent.
Beethoven; Concerto No. 5 (Em
peror) Vladimir Horowitz, pianist,
Fritz Reiner conducting the RCAVictor Orchestra. RCA-Victor re
cording. Few pianists have the
magnificent technique -of Horo
witz, but few play this concerto
with such frigidness. It is su
premely executed, but it is not
Beethoven. Reiner conducts com
petently but the pianist's coolness
is apparently contagious for the
conductor as well. Recording,
good.
Liszt: Concerto No. 2. Robert
Casadesus, piano, George Szell
conducting the Cleveland Orches
tra. Both pianist and conductor
play with finesse and grandeur.
Recording, good. Unfortunately I
was unable to hear the Weber
"Conzertstueck" on the other side.

Hamilton Will Take
Executive OTA Job
Mr. Charles Hamilton, Acting
Director of Elementary Education
at COP has recently been elected
to the position of Executive Di
rector of the Commission on
Teacher Education and Profes
sional Standards of the Califor
nia Teachers Association.
He was nominated to this posi
tion while in his sixth year at
COP by Dr. Arthur Corey, Execu
tive Director of the California
Teacher Association, and he was
elected by the C.T.A. Board of
Directors at the December 12
meeting held in Los Angeles.
In Mr. Hamilton's absence, Mrs.
Marion Pease will take on the re
sponsibilities of instructing all
Methods of Elementary Education

Pacific Receives Part CARE Appeal - - - More Christmas
Of Mining Fortune
Packages-Relief Aid For Korea

A $375,000 silver mining for
tune will be divided by the Col
lege of the Pacific and George
Pepperdine College of Los Ange
les, according to the terms of the
will of Mrs. Ophir Oro Schroeder,
daughter of a pioneer Nevada sil
ver miner.
The heiress, who died in Holly
wood last November at the age
of 78, for Several years had dem
onstrated high interest in both
California colleges and had pur
chased hundred thousand dollar
annuities from each. She was once
a student on the old San Jose
campus of Pacific before, the turn
of the century.
The will, now in probate, pro
vides that her estate will be held
in trust for 10 years and the in
come divided and used solely to
provide scholarships for worthy
students at the two schools. After
this period, the principal sum is
to be shared equally by Pacific
and Pepperdine.
Mrs. Schroeder's father, John
Bicanz, Nevada silver mining pio
neer, was one of the founders of
Silver City, Nevada. He named his
daughter for his mine, the Ophir
Ore.
Last February a court action
declared the failing benefactress
must have the care of guardians.
Noting that Mrs. Schroeder al
ready had invested funds in Paci
fic and Pepperdine annuities, the
court named F. Carl Schmidt,
Pacific field representative, and
a Pepperdine staff member, as
her guardians. Her will had been
executed three years earlier.
classes in the spring. She and Mr.
Edward Esser will supervise stu
dent teaching.
Mr. Hamilton came to College
of Pacific in 1947. Previously, he
Had taught in elementary and
high schools in Lodi. He was also
principal of the Lodi Elementary
School. Mr. Hamilton graduated
from Chico State Teachers' Col
lege, received his Master of Arts
degree from College of Pacific
and is currently completing his
graduate studies at the Univer
sity of California at Berkeley.
On the California Council on
Teacher Education, Mr. Hamilton
is presently serving as State
Chairman of the Committee on
Student Teaching. He is now serv
ing as faculty advisor of C.S.T.A.
at College of Pacific, a position
Dr. Willis Potter will take over
in Mr. Hamilton's absence.

By MARILYN BOGGESS

As we in America near Christmas, the time of joyous giving
f
and receiving, we should stop to realize that there are those for
whom the Yuletide season is just a cold month, bringing to them
more misery.
In South Korea, more than half the total population are in
need of basic commodities we take for granted: food, clothing,
blankets,. medicines, soap and^
—
shelter. Many are reduced to one
meal a day; government food al
lotments have been cut to two
cupfuls of rice a day. Children are
ill with skin eruptions caused by
The Women's Choir, under the
eating grass and weeds.
direction of Arthur J. Holton, will
This is a grim reminder of the present a concert Tuesday even
continued need for CARE pack ing December 16 at 8:15 in the
ages and other relief aid to civil Conservatory.
ian war victims. For the Ameri The Choir will be assisted by a
cans who have made possible the clarinet quartet, a woodwind quar
$1,300,000 worth of CARE aid tet, a brass choir, and the Stock
already sent to Korea, a report ton Chorale. Members of the
received from Dr. Charles R. Joy, clarinet quartet are Charles BehCARE's representative in Korea, rens, John TeSelle, Jack Devenbrought assurance of the grati cenzi, and Henry Avila.
tude of the Koreans — and an ap
In the woodwind quartet, Caryl
peal to keep providing the ten- Mae Scott plays flute; George
dollar and seven-dollar packages Peavy, oboe; John Rando, clar
of food, clothing, underwear, inet; Joseph Axup, horn; and
blankets and textiles, which can Faye Barnes, bassoon.
be ordered through any CARE of
The brass choir consists of the
fice.
trumpet section: Cyrus HickinThe need in Korea grows more botham, John Wright, Joe Augus
acute with each passing month. tine, Kirk Reeve; French horn,
Korea calls to CARE and the Douglas Lackey and David TeSel
American people for assistance. le; Baritone, Allery Weist and
Remember: Christmas is the-time Eloise Haldeman; trombone, Sam
of giving, and what better gift is Kamilos and Gwenyth Hein; and
there than the gift of life, and tuba, Robert Moore and Robert
health.
Corra.
Members of the Stockton Chor
ale are Janet Wessling and Arlene
Weston, soprano; Eleanor Vogel
and Thelma Holton alto; Harold
Caton and Lloyd Wessling, tenor;
and Lawrence Osborne and Ben
Last Tuesday, 27 members of Perl, bass.
the Principles of Elementary Edu
cation class traveled en mass to Program for the concert fol
Needham Grammar school in Lodi lows:
for a field day on methods of
i
teaching.
Prelude and Scherzo Ralph Dale Miller
Country Serenade
Karol Rathous
The group, led by Mr. Charles
Clarinet Quartet
observed the methods of teaching
II
the three R's as well as the arts Jehovah, I Would Sing
Thy
Praise
—
J. S. Bach
of inducing good behavior. Be The Hebrew Children .... John
Jacob Niles
Herdmaiden's
Song
...
Hugh
S.
Robertson
fore the field trip terminated with
Soloists: Shirley Porter
lunch from the school cafeteria,
Jo Ann Foster
Johnson
members of the college class The Pines of Gloria
Home
Morten Luvvas
mingled with the eighth grade Dancing Raindrops
Samuel Forcuoci
Women's
Choir
glee club in a session of Christ
III
mas songs and carols.
Partita for Wind Quintet
Jrving Fine
Needham school is the main
I. Introduction and Theme
I. Variations
grammar school in Lodi. Mr.
III. Interlude
*
Lind, principal, stated that al
IV. Gigue
Woodwind
Quintet
though the school prides itself on
Mr. Holton, director
being progressive, it is still many
IV
years behind in supplying solu Christmas Bells
H. S. Lammond
Lo
How
a
Rose
'E'er
tions for the needs in the edu
Blooming
G. B. Praetorius
cational system. And it is up to Deck the Hall
(Welsh Carol)
arr. W. Riegger
the new incoming teachers to
Solo: Heather Hinshaw
The Christmas Niglitingals
Shaw
make up for this cultural lag.

Women's Ghoir Will
Appear In Concert

Principles' Class
Visit Lodi School

Women's Choir

P.S.A.

OFFICE

1 0 - 2

P A L L Y

•••gift certificates cost four bucks...

Overture to "Cadmus and
Hermione"
Jean Baptiste Lully
Toccata from "II Primo Libro de
Ricercari e Canzoni" .... Aurelio Bonelli
Canzon Septimi Toni
No. 2
Giovanni Gabriel!
Brass Choir
Mr. Arthur Corra, director
VI
The Peaceable
Kingdom
Randall Thompson
I. Sav Ye to the Righteous
II. Woe Unto Them
III. The Noise of a Multitude
IV. Howl Ye
V. The Paper Reeds by the Brooks
VI. Tjut There Are They That
borsake the Lord
VII Have Ye Not Known?
VIII. Ye Shall Have a Song
Stockton Chorale
Mr. Holton, director

Hubbard Is Guest
Speaker For Chi Rho

ARANJADO

Chi Rho will hold their next
meeting on December 10 at 7:30
in the faculty lounge.
Paul Hubbard, supervising Pro
bation Officer, for the city of
Stockton, is guest speaker for
the evening. His topic will be the
problems faced by a probation
officer.

"Escape" Lags as Pacific Theatre
Plays to Pitifully Small Audience
By EUNICE IEEZIL
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OF MIKES AND MEN
By JEANNE HARDIE

Reynolds Holds Small
Show In Art Center

A small showing of oil painting
With the approaching Christ produce all basketball broadcast
Something of the let-down that a stormy night and resulting
and
sculpture done since World
sparse audience can bring to players was apparent as Pacific mas activities, KCVN's special coverages.
War II by Mr. Richard Reynolds,
events
crew
will
record
campus
And
speaking
of
production,
Theatre went through "Escape," its second large production, last
programs for rebroadcast next Chuck Hinkle comes into the lime Professor of Art and Chairman of
Saturday evening.
Pacific's Department of Art, is
Billed and advertised as a psychological thriller and ah ex week. The first event will be the light. Chuck, director of radio now on Exhibition in Pacific Art
citing adventure story in which the audience was permitted to Messiah, to be rebroadcast Tues drama, is the man in charge of Center. The display will remain
"Coffee Time," broadcast from
experience second hand the emotional conflicts Of a fugitive from day night from 10 to 11.
until December 19th.
-•justice, one felt neither the pro
The following s'how, the cam- the End Zone every Wednesday
Most of the pieces of art work
tagonist's urgency to stay out of pus-wide Christmas program will night at 9:00. However, note, this
the hands of the constable, once be recorded and aired Wednesday week "Coffee Time" will be pro have been exhibited in juried
the escape from prison had been night from 10 to 11. One of the duced Tuesday at the same time competitions throughout northern
California and afford the viewer
made nor the evidence that Bill best past productions, "The . . . basketball on Wednesday.
Keith Baker, Radio Pacific's a fair cross-section of Mr. Rey
Sibley as Matt Denant really con Christmas Card for You," will
WATER COLORS
sidered himself a fugitive that again be heard on Thursday station manager receives this nolds' efforts in both painting and
night, 9:30 to 10:15. "The Christ week's "Pat on the Back." Keith sculpture. One major sculptural
For the past thirteen Saturdays, night.
mas
Card for You" combines the takes care of the business work piece of Amos Alonzo Stagg can
Strengthened by the terrific
Mr. Richard Yip, well-known
musical talent from Mu Phi Epsi- at the station, is treasurer of not be shown, since it is on in
sets,
designed
as
only
Tony
Reid
Stockton watercolorist and teach
lon and Phi Mu Alpha with an AEP, besides having broadshifts definite loan to the Helms Hall of
er, has been conducting classes in can design, and Mark Brown's original drama produced by Ra and engineering radio produc Athletic Fame in Los Angeles.
placement
of
several
Theatre
alpainting in and near Stockton —
tions. Keith has the hour show This sculpture was of such suffi
dio Pacific.
with scenes visited ranging from ways-goods in vantage points in
In the sports department we Monday night, "Music of the cient interest, that the United
the
short
scenes,
the
play
went
the Tracy "Y" through down
suggest, if difficulties prevent Ages," 10 to 11, featuring sym Press picked up the story — pub
town Stockton, and as far out as through an uneven performance.
licizing the work throughout ma
your attendance at the game, tun phonic music.
Clowes Dairy Farm. The results OLD HAND
jor newspaper outlets on the West
With
a
final
reminder
of
the
ing to 660 on your radio dial for
of the class efforts are now on
Ray Fry, an obviously veteran the play by play description of three outstanding Christmas Coast at the time of the..sculp
exhibition in the College of the actor but in his second appear
ture execution.
Pacific's home basketball game. shows mentioned above.
Pacific Art Center.
ance on Pacific boards, did a Jim Lehman, sports director, will This is Radio Pacific.
Mr. Reynolds, in addition to his
Among those showing their sympathetic job as the old gentle
duties at the college, is serving as
watercolors are: Dr. Arthur Baw- man who refused his former ideas
President of the Stockton Art
den, COP professor of chemistry; of justice. His right-feeling for
League and is national chairman
Charles B. Hess, graduate COP the character parts he does,
of the Membership Committee for
FOR THE WEEK DECEMBER 15 -19
art major, Marguerite Nowell, makes him a happy acquisition to
the National Art Education Asso
9:50 Coffee Time THURSDAY
COP M.A. candidate'in art; James the Brown happy family.
9:45 Shower's
MONDAY
ciation.
He is past President of
0:00
Dinner
Concert
9:30 News
Showcase
Gene McCabe, back at COP to 6:00 Dinner Concert 10:00 Music
O. Ritchey, COP graduate art mi
the Pacific Arts Association,
9:40 Movie Beview 7:00 News
of the
7:00 News
Guard
7:15
Nat'l
9:45 Levee Serenade
Ages
nor teaching candidate; and Ruby pick up some spare applied dra 7:15 Civil Defense
Northern California Section, and
7:30 Stories 'n
10:00 Messiah
11:00 Sign Off
Stuff
11:00 Sign Off
Zahn White, wife of Professor G. ma units, proved the welding fac 7:30 Masterworks
from France TUESDAY
founder of that organization's
8:00
Headlines
in
WEDNESDAY*
fi
:00
Dinner
Concert
of
Warren White, COP mathematics tor for the last scene as Constable 8:00 LuUaby
History
6:00 Dinner Concert
newsletter, the PAA-NCS Journal7:00 News
Broadway
8:15 Latin Lyrics
and farmers and bellringer 8:30 Strictly
7:00 News
7:15 Fifteen Steps
dept. head.
ette, recently given national recog
8:30 Symphonic
Star
7:15
Guest
7:30
Standard
Instrumental
barged in and out of the church 8:45 Pacific
Tempos
7:30 Jeffersonian
School
nition in the Art Education maga
Pacific's Art Center will be open
9:00 Women's
Heritage
8:00 Headlines
pursuing the cornered fugitive.
Prevjews
Corner
zine of the N.A.E.A. He is also
8:00 Lullabye of
daily, except weekends, from 8 to
In History
9:00 Serenade in
9:15 The Christmas
His sensitive interpretation of
Broadway
8:15 International
Blue
6 and from 7 to 10 on Monday
Card for You the author of several published
Conversation 10:00 Campus Xmas
the . parson, who must decide 9:15 Cavalcade
10:15
Lehman's
Program
articles in the field of art educa
8:30 Latin Lyrics
of Jazz
and Wednesday evenings. On Fri
Labels
11:00 Sign Off
whether he owes more to an in 9 :?0 News
8:45 Navy Star
11:00
Sign
Off
tion.
day evening, December 19th, from
Time
dividual or a group, was ex 9:40 Campus News
8 to 10, the class will sponsor an
The Art Center, located on
pected. People are still talking
open house to celebrate the twoStagg
Way, north of the Radio
about the excellent direction job Chanuka Services.
week exhibition, then in closing,
Quonset, will be open daily except
he did on a high school produc
will welcome friends and guests
By Hillel Club
|weekends from 8 to 6.
during a social evening. Members tion of "The Innocents."
The Hillel Club of COP, com
A panel discussion led by Mr.
of the public are invited to attend HARD TASK
posed of Jewish students, will
and to meet Mr. Yip, celebrated
Bill Sibley, who would rather honor the Jewish holiday of Cha Boyle, the welfare and attendance T U X F O R S A L E
officer for the Stockton Unified
Western watercolorist, who has play character parts, had the dif nuka.
Man's Single Breasted ....
School District, was the main pro
joined the Pacific art staff, not ficult task of sustaining the ac
38 Short - Must Sell - Perfect
Candle-lighting services will be
gram feature at the last C.S.T.A.
only for the class just ending, but tion and trying to hold together
Condition. Mrs. J. W. Schuler
held in the Anderson "Y" tonight
for nbxt summer as well.
meeting.
the separate acts of the play. De
1200 W. Rose - Phone 3-1289
at 7 P.M. and will continue for
The panel discussed "The Moral
pending upon the skill of his sup
one week at this time.
SUMMER WORKSHOP
and Spiritual Values in Educa
porting scene members, he over
Main services for the Chanuka
Beginning June 22, Mr. Yip will shadowed and in turn was over holidays will take place Wednes tion," a topic which has been un
conduct the Summer Art Work shadowed. Try as he did, one still day evening at 7:30 upstairs in der great fire of late and brought
shop at Columbia, California, in had the feeling that he was only the "Y". Any students interested up to date for the group.
Dr. A1 Painter, Dr. Marc Jantassociation with the Pacific Co part of the time Matt Denant. in attending are invited to do so
zen and teachers from city schools
lumbia Theatre. Two classes will Mostly he was Bill Sibley.
by the Hillel Club.
appeared as panel speakers.
An expert at making the most
be offered by Mr. Yip, under
of
any
part
she
receives,
Donna
auspices of the Art Center: one
in water color and one in oil paint Gebhart sprawled on the stage
ing. Both undergraduate and and played to the hilt shopkeep:
graduate credit may be received. er's wife at a picnic.
Francis Pini, was, as someone
Information may be had by con
Dr. Howard Runion, Chairman
tacting Mr. Richard Reynolds, has said, a streetwalker in the of the Speech Department, re
chairman of Pacific's Department grand tradition. She did an excel turned this week from his recent
of Art. Details will be released lent job in the biggest theatre Northwestern, and the University
part she has received to date.
later.
Ray Salisbury, English ex travels.
He attended the Annual Con
CERAMICS
change student, seemed right at
. . . for 25 Hallmark
vention of the Hearing Associa
Mr. Paul Quyle will conduct an home, accent and all. In fact, she tion in Detroit, Michigan, and
other evening class in ceramics was quite the easiest to under also the Western Speech Asso
Cards Imprinted with
for the Art Center beginning with stand of the many characters in ciation Convention. He visited
registration on January 27th and the country-house scene.
various speech clinics including
YOUR Name . . .
continuing thereafter on Monday GOOD JOB
the University of
Michigan,
and Wednesday evenings from 7
Larry Berscheid as the convict, of Denver.
— 24 HOUR SERVICE —
to 10. Students may earn either playing a more limited role than
He also visited with Mr. Charles
one or. two units credit, graduate he did in the "Bishop Misbe Van Riper, a very well known
or undergraduate, depending on haves" was nevertheless amusing, man in the speech correction
their academic standing.
Margaret Kenny was more con field, in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
vincing as the lady than she was Dr. Runion met with Wendell
A Complete Selection
SEMINAR
as the society matron in the Johnson of Iowa who is also very
Also being offered during the "Bishop."
high-ranking in speech correction
of CARDS and GIFT
second semester is a class in Art
Dorothy Blais quietly and calm circles.
WRAPPINGS
Education — a seminar for teach ly did a better job than "her hus
Dr. Runion will review the
ers in professional service — be band" Ted Smalley of the wildly highlights of his very interesting
ing conducted by Miss Doris Stan- waving arms and tongue.
trip at a meeting planned for
derfer, Coordinator of Art Educa
Rudy Solari, the soon-to-be-dead Tuesday December ? at 7:30 p.m.
tion for the Stockton Unified plain clothesman, sped the pace in the Faculty Lounge.
School District. This course is for of the play and entered too hys
graduate students. Times for class terically into the fight with Den
Larry Willoughby hard plung
meetings will be arranged with ant than seemed necessary. Mar ing Fresno State fullback was
the Instructor during the first shall BreCden as the Constable named to Little All Coast and has
2034 Pacific Ave.
scheduled class meeting as listed proved nothing but a blur of arms, a god chance at Little All Amer
in the time schedule.
legs, and mouth.
ican honors this year.

Water Color Students
Exhibit Work At COP

KCVN Program Schedule

GSTA Panel Discusses
Teaching Moral Values

Runion Reviews Speech
Trip For Faculty

GMERA^ORNER

WATER POLOISTS
SUCCESSFUL
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The College of the Pacific water
polo team wound up its fifth and
most successful season last week
end by taking third place at the
Pacific Association tournament in
San Francisco.
Led by Jim Baun—chosen by
his team mates as the most valu
able player on the team—Pacific
By ED KAHN
poloists swept to ten victories in
COP made like Jimmy Durante QB Dick Watase to Richard Ueo- fourteen contests against some of
against Hawaii last Friday night, ka. Passing seemed to be their the toughest competition in the
downing them 49-13, as everybody only salvation, as they scored once west.
got into the act.
more with another aerial. Pacific Swimming in the San Fran
The Tigers climbed all over the held them nicely on the ground, cisco State pool, the Tigers fin
Rainbows in quest for that pot while racking up oodles of yard ished behind the Olympic Club of
of gold, and it appears that they age themselves.
San Francisco and the University
had' no trouble finding it.
Atomic McCormick broke Paci of California. Two of the seasons
FLOCK STARS
fic's scoring mark held by Keolo- losses, incidently, came at the
Phil Flock was a beautiful ha Eddie Macon with two touch hands of the powerful U.C. swim
thing to watch as he scored twice downs in the third quarter to run mers ,who also topped the Tigers
on runs of 52 and 83 yards, gain his string to 16. Tom also scored in one tournament clash.
ing 158 yards in 5 carries. His 1 point via a conversion.
The three victories by Califor
first romp came in the second
EVERYONE
TAKES
TURNS
nia
climaxed a heated revenge of
. play of the tilt to start the pa
rade of scoring for the Orange In return for the wonderful the 17-1 drubbing handed to them
hospitality shown them, the Ti by Pacific last year.
and Black.
The ten and four record this
The next TD came on a pass gers relaxed in the second half
from Skip Ottoson to Ken Buck, by running Harland Berndt at season was the best in COP polo
who was all alone in the end zone. right half, Jim Fairchild, who in- history it surpassed the nine and
McCormick followed suit with a cidently played his last game for four record achieved in 1948.
5 yard plunge, which ended the Pacific, at fullback, Gordon John Through five seasons and 52
son at right end, and Burt Dela- games with all. comers the Tigers
scoring in the first period.
The second stanza found Flock van at left end.
have racked up 35 victories
Even then Hawaii had trouble against 17 defeats. They never
scoring again on an 83-yard scam
per; and Jerry Streeter came in holding the Bengals; Delavan have finished with less than a
to relieve Ottoson at the QB slot. made a spectacular catch of an 500 average.
Jerry performed superbly by send aerial that was good for 20 yards, In addition to electing Jim
ing Art Leibscher up the middle Fairchild ground out a good hunk Baun as the most valuable player
for 44 yards and a TD, his way of yardage, on the ground, and the team also chose his brother
being paved by blasting Bill Berndt and Johnson filled in nice Walt Baun as team captain for
ly in their respective positions.
Kelly.
Skip Ottoson had an excellent the year. Frank Baldwin was
MENDONCA 6 FOR 6
night, completing 16 for 26 passes elected the most improved play
Ed Mendonca successfully con to bring his season total to 100 er of the year.
Top scorers for the season
verted for his 5th straight time out of 178 attempts.
to end the scoring in the first
The Pac Cats fit in nicely with were: Jim Baun with 30 points.
half, 35-0.
the change of climate, bringing Boyd Mickley with 21 points and
Hawaii opened the third quar home a nice victory, Hawaiian Walt Baun with 19.
ter with a 15 yard TD pass from shirts and some beautiful leis.
The Tiger swimmers, who are
coached by Bill Anttila, will lose
some valuable players, but the
prospective year looks good.
Graduating will be Frank Bald
win, Walt Baun, Bill Chapman,
Jerry Smith and Stan Sarquhar.
Returning for their last year will
be Jim Baun, Boyd Mickley, War
ner Gehrke and Jim Spight.
Freshmen who were impressive
T H E B E S T IN T O W N
this year and who will return to
competition in 1953 are Bob Hardman and Bob Nelson.
TAMALES - ENCHILADAS - RAVIOLIS

pacific

Tigers Drop Hawaii In Hula Bowl 49-13

HOT!

FOOTBALL SUMMARY OF 1953
CASABA MEN TOPPED BY FOES
By JIM PICKERING

Relax now. Another Pacific football season has gone into
recr>rd books, and it's time to sit back and review the departiq^
season from the comforts of a nice warm fireside. In looking ba<^
over the past 10 games, we can see the usual share of thrills, cheei^
disappointment, and collegiate heroics. All things considered, thi$
has been a fairly successful campaign. True, there have been th5
moments of bitter disappointments, such as the San Jose State game
but for the most part we can say that we lost the others in E
manner becoming a fighing team. (Do we have to mention th(
Marquette tie here, too?)
CAL MACHINE

California? Well some day the
Tigers may catch up with them
again, but this wasn't the year.
The Bengals gave a pretty good
account of themselves before go
ing down to a 34 to 13 defeat. The
game was much closer than the
score would indicate. Maybe next
year? Let us hope.
Utah State proved a nice warmup game, one in which the boys
could try their legs with the pres
sure off. They did, and ran away
from Utah, 34 to 7.
Texas Tech proved a little
harder to handle. In a game in
which we had to "out offense"
'em, we had to hang on until the
second half before we could pull
away to a 42 to 21 victory.
Then came the Black Saturday
of October 18th. Remember that
date? Do you want to? Let's just
forget about it. Less said the bet
ter.
NAVY SINKS PACIFIC

for two men in one game! (Checl
on the scoring record, also broker
in this game?)
27-27

And now the Marquette game
Let us just file that away along
side the report on the Prune Citj
State game and see if we can'i
forget about it, too. Pacific was
lucky to settle for a tie in a gams
which saw them surge off to i
resounding 20-point lead in the
late minutes of the first half
Marquette just about won a game
that they deserved to win. Time
ran out on them at the 29-yard
line of Pacific, and it was lucky
for Tigers, as time was the only
thing that seems to have beer
able to stop the avalanche in the
second half. The Tiger defense
was futile, to say the least.
That brings us to the recent
Hawaii affair. The Hula-boys
tried hard, but were just plair
over-matched. Oddly enough, the
Pacific coaches were criticised foi
not running up the score in the
last part of the game! The
islanders liked to see a good team
in action, and wanted them to
play hard all of the way. Just
goes to show, a coach never
knows!

San Diego Navy came to Stock
ton with a boatload of talent, and
sailed off with a 26 to 7 victory
over the Bengals. Nothing to be
ashamed of though. The Tigers
played a good, hard-fought game,
and lost with honor to a superior
team.
And then there was Duck for
dinner. Catching a plump webfoot STATISTICS
in his own barnyard, the Tigers So much for the games, now
for some statistics to prove just
defeated what proved to be
fairly tough bird by a 14 to 6 how good, or bad, the Bengals
count.
were. The Big Bad Tigers man
aged to run up a total of 284
Santa Clara — an arch-enemy
proved quite an easy mark at 27 points, as against 157 for the com
to 0. A score Which could have bined opposition. In doing so, the
been larger, had not the Pacific Pacific platoons rolled to a com
coach taken pity on the tiring bined total of 3,741 yards, rush
ing and passing. The opposition
Broncos of retiring Gallagher.
Fresno State (not to be mis managed to garner but 2,879 yards
taken to the powerhouse outfit) in all. Our rushing game was
rolled over and drowned in the again our strongest offensive wea
pon, going for 2,635 yards (the
muck of Ratcliff Stadium on
The Cal Poly cagers hit for 46%
CHILI a n d BEANS
dark and stormy night. They opp did us for 2070), while the
of their shots in the first half last went down for good on the 50-0 passing game netted us 1,349
Saturday night at San Luis Obis count. The Fresno game saw Cow yards (in the meantime the opp.
po to more than discourage the boy Tom break Pacific's all-time was doing us for 1,148 yards.)
p a c i f i c coffee shop . . .
Tiger hoopmen. CP coach said he rushing record, and really pile We ran 32 more plays than the
had never seen his team shoot so up yardage in the first half of opposition, or 479 to 447. The
Phone 2-9024
good. It woud have to happen to the game. He sat out the rest of team threw 219 passes, complet
us!
the game. No use doing enough ing 113 of them for a percentage
of 51.59.
Now for individuals. The leaf
ing galloper was, of course, th
Incomparable Tom McCormicl
Tom carried the ball 155 times
gained 832 yards net, for an avei
age of 5.4 yards per carry. Fo]
lowing Tom are Art Liebscher
with 88 carried, 467 yards, and ;
5.2 average. Phil Flock, the nex
man in line, owns the highest av
erage on the Pacific squad. Phi
white broadcloth - white oxford - blue oxford <^3 95
carried 63 times for 475 yard:
and a 6.9 average. Next cam<
• R O U N D COLLAR
Hank Welch, with 52 carries, 31f
• W I D E S P R E A D
yards and a good 5.8 average. Roy
Ottoson was the leading passer,
• B U T T O N D O W N
Roy set a new all-time Pacific
toss and completion record during
• R E G U L A R
the year.

WOW!

SPANISH F 0 0 D -

COSTANZA'S
2043 Pacific Ave.

. . . for you Cats who
need Dress Shirts to Cut Out
on a Holiday Ball... feature these beauties

C B €
2 1 0 4 Pacific A v e n u e

J\CC€Y

S f i O P
Phone 3-8978

COP LOSES, 52-48
The COP cagers fell before
Chico State Wednesday night,
52-48. The game was a close
one with not more than six
points difference all the way.
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PACIFIC VS. CALIFORNIA
Pacific Coast Football At A Glance
By GENE SOSNICK

By BUD WATKINS

PACIFIC WEEKLY'S 1952 ALL-COAST FOOTBALL SELECTIONS

Tomorrow night at 8:00 the
College of Pacific cagers invade
the California Gymnasium. This
year's Cal team is one of the
Pacific Coast favorites. Nibs
Price boasts his best team since
the days of Andy Wolfe and
Chuck Hanger.

— 1st Team —
E
E
T
T
G
G
C
B
B
B
B

Ernie Stockert, UCLA
Don Black, Washington
Don Van Doren, USC
Charlie Ane, USC
Elmer Willhoite, USC
Matt Hazeltine, California
Donn Moomaw, UCLA
Don Heinrich, Washington
Paul Cameron, UCLA
Jim Sears, USC
Tom McCormick, COP

FULL STRENGTH

The Tigers are now at full
strength with the addition of foot
ballers Ken Buck, Jerry Streeter,
Harland Berndt, and Don Gold
stein, to go along with stars Gene
Sosnick and Buzz Kahn to form a
potent attack. Kahn will see
plenty of action tomorrow nite as
his injured elbow is almost all
healed.

— 2nd Team —
E
E
T
T
G
G
C
B
B
B
B

Sam Morley, Stanford
Dick Brethauer, Oregon
Ken Mirch, Santa Clara
Burt Delavan, COP
Ed Flynn, UCLA
Chuck Essegian, Stanford
John Timberlake, USC
Lynn Aplanalp, San Jose State
John Olzewski, California
Larry Willoughby, Fresno State
Sam Baker, Oregon

CAL STRONG

PACIFIC'S CAGE TEAM BEATEN
BY R A I D E R S A N D C A L P O L Y
A combination of a long trip,
a rugged two-game schedule an in
jury to a key man and lack of re
serve strength added up to two
early season defeats at the hands
of the Camp Roberts "Raiders"
and the California Poly "Mus
tangs."
The U.S. Army basketball cham
pions for 1952 boasted a starstudded lineup of former college
greats who wore down a hardfighting COP Tiger five after
leading by only 29 to 24 at the
half. After the rest period Bobby
Pounds, former all-conference
junior college star at Visalia J.C.
and two-year letterman at UCLA
combined with 6'6" Jerry Pease
of USC who had the highest per
centage of shots made in the Pa
cific Coast Conference in 1952
(58.4%), scored 14 quick points
to grab a lead from which the Ti
gers could never recover.
The absence of 6'1" Buzz Kahn
from the Tiger line-up was felt
as the "Raiders" controlled both
back boards to rack up a 73-50 vic
tory. The sturdy work of Geoff
Thomas on the boards, Ron Leineke with his driving lay-ups and
Gene Sosnick with his shots from
outside the key kept the Tigers
in the game until the last quarter
when the Raiders pulled away
never to be caught up with again
in the game.

Last weekend Cal dumped high
ly rated USF by a 66-34 margin.
UC's first two teams are all vet
erans, led by All-Coast candidate
Bob Matheny, and 6' 6" Bob
McKeen, 6' 2" Bob Albo, 6' 2"
John Ricksen, and 5' 11" Tommy
Greenleaf.
TELEVISION

The game will be on television
over Channel 7 KGO, starting at
to lead the Tigers at half-time 7:45 p.m. The Tigers will be
44-15.
sporting their new black uni
The Tigers not only were tired forms.
but could only hit for a low 25% Probable Smarting Lineups
of their shots and could not seem CAL
PACIFIC
to keep apace with the excellent F. John Ricksen 6*2 F. Ed Kahn fi'1
F. Bob Albo
6^ F. Ken Buck
0*2
Poly fast break.
C. Bob McKeen (P7 C. H. Berndt
6*2
G.
Bob
Matheny
5'11
G.
Gene
Sosnick
5*7
Dale Clipper add Geoff Thomas G. Tom Greenl'f 6*11 G. J. Streeter 5*10
again were active on the boards
for the Tigers while Gene Sos
RON'S
nick hit his shots to lead with an
18 point total output as the Tigers
SPORT
scored 37 points. Joe Aguiar with
19, Gene Knott with 13, and Tony
1. Who was the only football
Nunes with 12 were leading their
player
to come back without a
team to a total of 83 points to
sun
tan
from Hawaii and why?
hand the Tigers their second beat
2. The rugged and high-scoring
ing 83-37.
The end of the football season standout fo rthe Epsilon basketwill bring extra added strength bal team is?
3. What troup of COP men
to the Tigers' thin ranks and this
writer believes that the Tigers barely escaped recruitment and
wil prove to be a tough team for Korean action last Sat. morning?
4. Who was voted "Miss Hun
anyone to beat before the season
gry Tiger" of 1952?
is over.
5. Voted the most sticky-fin
In these days of uncertainty the gered performer of the 1952-53
only thing you can count on is basketball varsity is?
6. Most ardent rooter at intra
your fingers.
mural basketball games is West
Besides being televised over Hall's own?

quiz

Channel 7, the Broadcast of the
basketball game betvyeen Uni
versity of California and Col
lege of the Pacific will be
beard on KSFO, Saturday, be
ginning at 8:00 p.m.

Ron Leineke with 16 and Gene
Sosnick with 13 were high for the
Tigers while Jerry Pease with 15
and Bob Winkles with 12 were
high for the Camp Roberts Raid
ers.
In COP's Saturday night con
test the Tigers ran up against an
unusually alert, aggressive ball
club which capitalized on the Ti
gers visibly tired and exhausted
team. Van Sweet in an effort to
rest his key players and insert vi
tality into the lineup shifted his
players regularly but nothing
seemed to help as the Poly Mus
tangs were hitting from all an
gles in tjie first half to post an
amazing 45% average shots made

Sweetmen Ready MAC SNUBBED IN SHRINE GAME
For Big One

ANSWERS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Harlan Berndt—ask him
Pee Wee
Van Sweet and Company
Bobby Moore of Alpha Thete
Norma "Green Derby" Harris
Joyce Lopez.

LOOKING FOR
something unusual
in a Xmas Gift?
You'll be Sure to Find It at...

West team and McCormick was
ignored. Why????
And while we are on the sub
ject of the weirdness of the selec
tion committee's choices, why
were deserving INDEPENDENT
players as Alplanalp and Stults of
San Jose State and Nagler and
Mirch of Santa Clara overlooked?
Could it be the selection com
mittee is prejudiced against Inde
pendent players and teams?
Let's look at this year's record.
Two committee members are
Babe Hollingberry, former Wash
ington State coach, and Percy Locey, former Oregon State coach
NOT HURT THAT BAD!
Then, to add insult to injury, and official.
Babe Hollingberry of the selec
tion committee told San Francis ALL PCC
On this year's roster there are
co Chronicle reporter Art John
three
flayers from Washington
son that McCormick would have
been invited if The Cowboy and State and three from Oregon
Coach Ernie Jorge had not indi State, teams that both were door
c a t e d t h a t M c C o r m i c k w a s mats both within and outside the
"racked up" too badly in the Mar conference, winning only three
quette game to play for the apiece while losing 14.
And yet, bay area teams were
Shrine.
able to place only three players,
Well, Hollingberry, just take Cal's Olszewski and Johnson and
note of the fact that The Cowboy Pacific's Dick Batten.
packed the, ball 13 times against
The Shrine Game is a great and
Hawaii six days after the Mar
deserving
football classic. But
quette game and scored three
when
it
allows
itself to become
touchdowns to set a new COP
enmeshed in petty backroom pol
one year record of 16 TDs.
itics to the injury of deserving
boys, then something should be
BOTH DENY
Both Jorge and McCormick done to remedy the situation.
We just want to ask a few
deny they ever told Hollingberry
or any other Shrine official that questions which all football fans,
The Cowboy was "too racked up" whether they be Pacific rooters
to play for the West team. In fact, or not, are asking. What possible
Coach Jorge spent his own money explanation could there be for
twice calling West head coach snubbing a runner of McCormHowie Odell in Seattle, Wash., ick's calibre? After all, hasn't he
just set a new Pacific Coast rush
plugging for McCormick.
ing record for the year of 2588
Let's face it! McCormick was
yards ?
named by the football writers and
coaches of Northern California as
the Back of the Year, winning by
a margin of 13 votes to eight over B L A C K T U X . . .
Double Breasted - Very-Good
"All American" John Olszewski.
Condition — $25.00
Don Johnson of California wasn't
Ph. 2-5561
even in the running in that bal 950 S. Country Club
loting, yet he was chosen for the
The ominous rumblings heard
throughout Northern California
as of last"Friday came not from
a new series of earthquakes but
from College of the Pacific foot
ball fans.
Yes sir, Joe Fan here at Tigerville is plenty burned up over
Tom McCormick being snubbed
by the West Shrine team selec
tion committee to participate in
the annual East-West Charity
Classic in San Francisco on De
cember 27.

•

First thought before a Ski Trip is a
visit to " G O D I E " at WARD
TYLER'S SPORT SHOP

WINTER SPORT DEPARTMENT
" G 0 D I E " will advise you in the
choice of your Ski Equipment and
discuss the Skiers Problems in gen
eral.

Finest and Well Proven Selection of
SKI EQUIPMENT, APPAREL and RENTALS

Wakd 7if£eSvi
SPORT SHOP

CHINESE FINE ARTS AND GIFTS

2009 Pacific Ave.

Phone 4-3184

Hotel Stockton Building

Phone 2-2297

145 E. Weber

i

SOCIETY
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"PIXIES" COME TO
SOUTH HALL
South Hall will hold their an
nual Christmas party next Tues
day night at 9:30 in the lobby of
their house. Entertainment will
be Betty Van Hooser singing a
solo, Willie Heckenliable giving
a reading, and the trio, Edna
Ward, Ben Johnson, and Marilyn
Luke, singing "Christ of the
Snow."

Tuesday Chapel
The Women's Choir, under the
direction of Arthur J. Holton, will
give their Christmas Concert
next Tuesday at chapel. Mr. Allan
Bacon will play the organ.

Knolens 9 Plan
Semester's Projects

Knolens, the senior women's
honorary held a short business
AE RHO PLANS
and planning meeting last Sunday
XMASPARTY
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Alpha Epsilon Rho, Pacific's Tully C. Knoles, in whose honor
Gifts will be exchanged be national radio fraternity, is spon the group was named two years
tween "pixies" who have been soring the annual Christmas ago.
"pixing" for the last week. The party for all radio majors.
As a Christmas project, the
gifts are toys which will be sent
group plans to donate the remain
The party will be held in KCVN
to the Good Will to be given to
der of the suckers that were used
Studio A next Wednesday at 4:15 to promote spirit for the Santa
needy people.
Guests at the party will be Mrs. p.m. After an exchange of gifts Clara football game to the Stock
R. A. Brady, Miss Harriett Mon around a large Christmas bush, ton orphanage.
roe, and Mrs. Earl Jackson.
refreshments will be served.
The nearness of next semester
suggested the subject of Spring
project planning and election of
new officers, which will be de
Have those . . .
cided upon at the next meeting.
The group plans to send a scrapTHREADS CLEANED
book of Knolen's activities to
Mortarboard, the national senior
for those
women's honorary with which it
HOLIDAY BALLS...
is seeking identification.

College Cleaners
2314 Pacific Ave.

Ph. 2-7774

whom do You love
this Christmas?

The last meeting of the semes
ter will be a brunch held at the
home of Miss Harriet Monroe on
January 10.

Juvenile Delinquency
Discussed at Chi Rho

Claire and Lowell
Tell West Hall
Engagement by Lei
A lei of pink carnations sent by
Lowell Herbert from Hawaii to
Claire Campbell told the girls of
West Hall the secret of their en
gagement as it was placed around
Claire's neck. The announcement
was made during the regular
house meeting on December 4th.
Claire, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. D. E. Campbell of Alameda,
California, is a Junior at College
of Pacific and an Art major. She
intends to go into interior decor
ating. Claire is treasurer of West
Hall.
Lowell, son of Mr. and Mrs. R.
Herbert of Valley Springs, Cali
fornia, is also a Junior at College
of Pacific. Business Administra
tion is his major. Lowell is a
member of Block P and a well
known participant in football and
track.

REPORTER FINDS
TEAS ENJOYED
By NADINE REASONEK-

Overheard by a very snoopy rporter in the halls of the SpeeclDepartment was an exclamation
by one of the speech teachers
concerning a tea he had recent y
attended. "Boy, what a surprise.
I thought I was going to be boretj
to death at a tea-drinking con
test, but it was actually a very
entertaining and enjoyable social
gathering."
This surprised gentleman was
taking about the South and West
Hall teas, last Sunday afternoon.
He also added his amazement
grew when he saw how the weekday academic girls had transformed themselves into very gra
cious, lovely young ladies.
The teas were not merely teds,
for the guests were shown the
beautifully decorated doors, and
favored with entertainment, as
well as the refreshments. And the
best thing of all is that the af
fairs were not stiff and formal
but very friendly and warm.
So for a very successful and
impressive afternoon, we con
gratulate South and West Halls
very heartily.

Marilyn Tough Is
Delegate to Ec Confab

Marilyn Tough, a junior home
economics major at the College
of the Pacific, will represent the
Juvenile Delinquency was dis
Northern California-Nevada Prov
cussed by Paul Hubbard at Chi
ince
of the American Home Econ
Rho meeting last Wednesday.
omics Association at the national
Every month Chi Rho has a
convention in Kansas City next
speaker and then they have
June.
group singing and refreshments.
Daughter of Thomas A. Tough
Next month Dr. Potter will
who
resides at 1411 Buena Vista
show slides and tell of his recent
Street in Stockton, Marilyn was
trip to Israel. Everyone is invited
elected official delegate at a prov
to join this interesting group.
ince meeting of the association
••••••••••••••••••••••••
in Reno in November. She will
represent the College Clubs De
Gift Suggestions...
partment at the national meet.
December 11—Pacific Theatre The former Stockton College stu
for those . . .
December 12—Pacific Theatre dent is a teaching credential can
NIECES - NEPHEWS December 13—Pacific Theatre didate.
BROTHERS - SISTERS
Meanwhile, Marilyn will serve
December 14-^Messiah
as chairman for the College Clubs
December 16—Chapel
T - Shirts
Conservatory Recital Department at a state convention
of the California Home Economics
January 6—Chapel
Cardigan Jackets
Association scheduled for March
Weatherproof Zippers
in San Francisco.
Two other COP home econom
Jackets
ics students attended the Reno
Letterman Sweaters
sessions. They were Pat McCalThere will be a joint Y dinner lister of Pasadena and Frances
Pennants
meeting Tuesday night, Decem Kimes of Newport Beach.
Stuffed Animals
ber 16, at 6 p.m., followed by a
program at 6:30.
Stationery
The program will include a
All with College of the Pacific movie on the subject of peace,
Design
entitled "The Time for Great
Mu Zeta Rho will be the guests
ness." Dr. David Bruner will
lead a discussion following at the of its alumni Thursday night,
December 18, on the occasion of
^m
close of the movie.
BOOK
STORE ^
coivtot
All members are encouraged to its Christmas party, held every
get together for fellowship, year on the meeting night pre
Christmas caroling, and challeng ceding Christmas vacation.
Prior to the party the girls will
ing
discussion.
•••••••••••••••••••••••I
go on a caroling party which will
include singing both on campus
and in town. Highlighting the par
ty this year will be the exchang
ing of gifts according to Christ
mas secret pals.

Forum Arts

Joint Y Meeting
Plans Peace Discuss

FRAGRANT FLIGHT —

Mu Zete To Hold
Christmas Party

is our enchanting Heaven-Sent
Eau de Toilette in o whimsical
package that

will

make any

co-ed soaring. 1.25 for a 2ounce bottle. The other pack
age is Silky Heaven-Sent Body
Powder. 1.50. Prices plus tax.

" Jr J

45 RECORD PLAYER s1795

CHRISTMAS PULLERS—A love-

ly little gift to hang on her tree
or stuff in her stocking. Solid
Cologne Sticks, all wrapped up
in Christmas glitter. In lasting
White Magnolia, Heaven-Sent,
Command Performance and
Apple Blossom. 2.25 plus taxj

$000 FREE Records with Each Purchase
from
TED HERMAN or SANDY SENDEROV

COSMETICS

at

LINGERIE

CALVIN'S
240 E. MAIN STREET

PHONE 4-3477

Mail and phone orders filled. Charge accounts invited
We will be open Every Nite for Holiday Shopping storting Dec. 15.

2001 Pacific Ave.

MIRACLE MUSIC
Phone 3-1536

Mu Phi Has
Christmas Party
Mu Eta Chapter of Mu Phi Ep
silon had its Christmas Party
last Wednesday night the home
of Mrs. R. A. Brady.
The entertainment was planned
and given by the pledges. The
girls exchanged gifts with their
secret pals.
The group has been spending
most of its time planning and
giving the concert of last Tues
day night in the conservatory.

Mademoiselle Presents New
Style - - Taxi Length Skirts
With the Christmas formula, week end dances, and holiday

fpstivities being foremost in most girls' minds at this time of the
vear Mademoiselle has come forth with the startling new length
promises to add comfort to pleasure in dress for entertainment

that
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PARTISAN CLUB SEEKS
CHRISTMAS YULE LOG
The Pacific Partisan Club will
hold a special meeting tomorrow
night in the lobby of the presi
dent's town residence. Plans for
the semi-annual Yule-log burning
Christmas Party will be made.
To this time the Partisans have
not located a Yule log which fits'
the descriptions iaia down in the
club's by-laws. For this reason, a
field trip is being planned for the
group to go to the high Sierra's
early Sunday morning in search
of a proper log. Anyone who
knows where a four foot wide
log could be found is urged to
contact the president immediately.

The new length has been named by Mile's editors as the TAXI
LENGTH. It is the stunning new length that will vary slightly
with the height of the wearer, ten*
inches from the floor is generally Soph. Women's Honorary
accepted. This is longer than bal
lerina, shorter than ankle length. Christmas Program At
It is not only an attractive length S. Ji County Hospital
to any height but it is also the
length that dances divinely, packs Sophomore Women's Honorary
easily (very important in a sea gathered for a Christmas party
son of house parties and trips to last
Monday night, December
ward home etc.) and pours in and 8th, at the home of Mrs. Brady.
out of cars with ease and grace.
At the party the girls planned
The taxi-length dress is a for
Frosh Y Sponsors
a Christmas program which they
mal dress, perfectly correct at any
will give this afternoon at the Christmas Baskets
affair except, perhaps, a ball.
San Joaquin County Hospital. It
Adding to the attractive taxiThe Freshman Y is sponsoring
length is the wealth of formal will be a program of Christmas the annual Christmas basket
frabrics such as the revival of carols. Gifts of candy and apples drive to which each living group
moire instituted by Dior's recent and old playing cards will be ta on campus has been asked to con
Paris collections reviewed by ken to the patients. Any donation tribute.
mtt.E in the December issue.
of these articles will be taken by
The contributions will be col
Also of new feature is the Dona Betz, President of Soph lected this afternoon; then the
"Spanish idea" which has taken Women's Honorary, at South basket will be filled with canned
hold of the American imagina Hall.
goods and distributed to needy
tion. Fandango ruffles, heavy
families.
Spanish-looking lace, vivid Span
"I'm determined," the young
The committee is headed by
ish colors — all are a part of graduate declared, "to make an Donna Salsa and includes Pauline
the new fascination of America honest living."
Kyte, Carol McKennon, Oski
today.
"Well, in that field," remarked Stewart, Joan Wintermantle,
If your holiday plans are only the cynic, "there's not much com Sharon Pruner, Eleanor Metzler,
.Doris Curtis.
full of fun pick up a Mademoi petition."
selle and look over the newest
fashions that will add a slightly
new interest to your coming ac:
tivities.

CSTA Officers Attend
Weekend Meeting
Darlene Grenz, John Flaherty
and Earl Flegal, president, vicepresident and representative respectively, journeyed to Los Angeles last week-end to attend the
Executive Council Meeting of the
California Student Teachers Association.
The central meeting place for
this year's convention was the
Biltmore Hotel in Los Angeles.
There, committees met to discuss
contemporary topics and problems
that exist in California's educa
tional system. Earl Flegal served
as chairman of the committee on
Public Relations. The other four
topics discussed were Teacher
Vocational
Guidance,
Ethics,
Membership and Teacher Eduea-"
tion and Professional Standards.
Mr. Charles Hamilton was
speaker at the luncheon held on
Saturday in the Biltmore Bowl.
He chose the topic, "Lame Ducks
in the Teaching Profession."
Also speaking was the State Su
perintendent of Instructions.

Social Calendar
TONIGHT, December 12 —
Pacific Theatre Production
PSA Winter Formal 9-1
SATURDAY, December 13 —
UC vs. COP Basketball (There)
Pacific Theatre Production
SUNDAY, December 14 —
CRA, PSA Christmas Program
TUESDAY, December 16 —
Conservatory Recital
Delta Mu Eta Meeting 7:30-8:30
WEDNESDAY, December 17 —
•
Basketball, COP vs. San Diego Navy (here)
THURSDAY, December 18 —
Zeta Phi Christmas Party 7-8
Mu Zeta Rho Christmas Party 7:30-9
FRIDAY, December 19 —
Basketball, COP vs. Fresno State (there)
SATURDAY, December 20 —
Christmas Vacation, until January 4

Zeta Phi Readies For
Christmas Party

Student-Faculty
Game Sponsored
By WRA
Last Wednesday at 4:15 the
WRA sponsored a basketball
game for the pleasure of the stu
dents and faculty. Refreshments
were served and everyone en
joyed themselves.
WRA is planning a trip to Yuba
City on January 10 for the win
ners of the basketball trophy,
South Hall.

June Oakes, general chairman
for the Zeta Phi Christmas Par
ty, plans a gala evening. Refresh
ments will be served and the girls
will learn who their 'Lil Angel
has been for the past two weeks.
The party will be December 18,
after the party for the under
privileged children, given by the
pledges.

WHICH FACE will she wear
AFTER She Receives Your Gift?

Representatives from all teach
er training colleges and universi
ties in California attended this
convention. The delegates were
financed partly by the California
Teachers' Association and partly
by the local chapters of Califor
nia Student Teachers Association.

To remove all doubt, better make a bee-line
for the better buys at E D I S E S ! She'll be
GLAD you did!

MEN and WOMEN WANTED, part or
full time. Invite people to join the
Family Discount Club of America.
Member pays only $2 — gets Certifi
cates worth over $5000 when applied,
just like cash, as part payment on
listed merchandise. Good on many
nationally advertised products exact
ly as displayed now in fine stores
everywhere. Quick. Easy. Big cash
profits.

JEWELERS
M A I N

L. E. RODGERS SALES CO.
677 PORTOLA DRIVE
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
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Christmas
Program
Announcements
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bibfer
\UPMg.V|

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS
All off-campus students, mfT",bers of Tau Gamma Sigma, and
Acacia, who wish to take part in
Jack Francis, Business Manager the Campus Christmas program
Sunctey night are to meet at 7
jose Gonzalez
p.m. downstairs in Anderson Y.
Cora,ita
Carlson
—
Huberts Williams
Dan Casteline, off-campus rep
—
- Gene Sosnick
Betty Jo Peterson, Adrienne Knoles resentative, will be there to in
Estelle Gibson
struct you as to the seating ar
rangement and group carol.

•^Sf^sss

Bovero, Diane Davibroy, Christine de Sarro, Shirley Dyke,
Ce ,?°ln.cz' Ma«lyn Griffin, Estelle Gibson, Harry Hall,
PlekeHn^ wial NorI"an Harris, Ed Kahn, Hon Lelneke, Neila Neilsen, Jim
i

^ri^cC^krRSn.Ir^nde^"1311Muldowney

Pat

^mb'

Ge°rBe

M°SC°ne'

Stockton

Editorial

ATTENTION, SENIORS
Senior class members are
asked to meet upstairs in An
derson Y Saturday at 10 a.m.
and 2 p.m. to decorate the
Christmas Tree for the annual
Christmas program.
LIVING GROUPS
PRESIDENTS!
Please tell Leslie Hannaford,
organist for the Christmas pro
gram, the tempo of your song
for the program and also the
number of verses you plan to
sing.

The World Student Service Fund and CARE are jointly
launching a special emergency appeal because of the urgent
character of the present emergency in Korea.
Ihe Christmas Tree Fund which is being collected in
each hall for the Carolling and Tree Lighting program will
he used this year to help meet the needs of that emergency.
In this case the money will go directly to help Koran stu Letters to the Editor
dents and faculties.
To: All Campus Organizations
ihe Executive Director of the War Relief Services has Over the years the college has
By BUZZ KAHN
just returned to this country with the observation that "if been developing a very good rela
tionship
with
the
businessmen
of
Korea should have any kind of severe winter this year,
Inflation hit Pacific Avenue
thousands of people in that country will inevitably die from the city. They appreciate the sig last Monday eve as a local frater
nificance of the college and have
privation and exposure." The money that we will send, will been generous in their support of nity flooded the Miracle Mile
auction with hundreds of thous
go directly to meet the needs of the university students and student activities.
ands of dollars.
personnel. The Korean Student Relief Committee is already As times become more difficult,
some businessmen will begin to It lookwl as if Miracle Money
set up and ready to accept any help that can be given.
would replace the almighty dol
This is an appeal directed to you as an individual, and react unfavorably to student soli lar, as bidding reached an allcitations. In order that we may
to you as a member of a group. Do your part to help your
not "kill the goose that lays the time high when Omega Phi
gioup do its part. The Stagg Tree will be the scene of the golden egg" all requests for walked off with the coveted three
Christmas Gift Rox Ceremony. It will be decorated for the funds, prizes, and other dona speed phonograph for a paltry
occasion in the Pacific Tradition by the members of the tions from the merchants of the four hundred thousand "dollars."
Senior class, and will hold the spotlight for the CARE-World city must be approved by the Tempers flared, children tight
ened their hold on mommy's
President of the College.
Student Service Fund donations.

Inflation Blasts Avenue: Band-Choir Record
Phoos Upset Auction Favorite COP Songs

Finances Push College "Oklahoma" Will Gome
Presses Toward Extinct To Stockton High

At any time that you have such
plans in mind, get them approved
before your plans become crystalized.
Thanks,

Collegiate presses throughout
EDWARD S. BETZ
"Oklahoma," the gay musical
the country are faced with prob
lem of extinction. Unless more which has become known and The following strange notice
money is raised for publication loved by audiences all across the has appeared for publication in
through some means agreeable to continent, will open a two-night the Weekly.
all concerned then the presses run on December 19 in the Stock
ton High School auditorium.
Wanted: — Mansion, trailer, te
may cease to turn.
Richard Rodgers and- Oscar pee, dog house, igloo, or any rea
A recent letter to the editor of
the Pacific Weekly from the edi Hammerstein II gave to our list sonable facsimile thereof, with or
tor of the Penn State Daily Col of favorite songs via Oklahoma, without windows, door, mattress
legian concerning the hapless sit "O, What a Beautiful Morning," es, or any other such trivial mat
uation at Northwestern Univer 'People Will Say We're in Love," ters to serve as reception hatl
sity is typical of the woes of col "Out of My Dreams and Into for incoming telephone calls and
lege papers. In the main the let Your Arms" and many others. equipped with a 21 year old house
mother.
ter is as follows:
This musical will be presented
Production costs have risen so by a touring company in Stock Anyone hearing of a buy such
much in the past few years that ton on December 19 and 20 at as described above, please con
unless a new source of income is 8:15 p. m. with a matinee on tact anyone of the 22 Acacia mem
derived the daily paper will soon December 20 at 2:30 p.m. Tickets bers and receive a liberal award
become a semi-weekly and in the are on sale at the Brown Box of 1000 confederate dollars lifted
near future a weekly and by a Office and range in price from from Archania.
sure but slow death it will become $1.82 to $4.22 for the evening per
Signed,
ACACIA
extinct. Advertising costs are al formance and $1.22 to $3.62 for
Ed. Note: Want ads for the
ready too high and added tuition the matinee.
Weekly are one dollar an inch,
costs prevent further subscription
therefore we figure we are owed
fees.
10-dollar donation to help the
In the paper's own words, cause and appealed to the Weekly two U.S. dollars.
"Then it happened," we were ap and other college papers to do
The fifth grade was having a
proached with the necessary help the same.
but this help would cost us our ED. NOTE: We sympathize un- geography lesson, and the teach
"freedom of the press" but "Play derstandingly with the North er asked Bobby a question about
ing it their way" did not appeal to western Daily's financial plight. the English Channel. "I wouldn't
us so we are asking help from But, having same at home, we know about that one," the little
boy shook his head doubtfully.
other colleges.
would use any extra 10 dollar "We only get one channel on our
The Penn State Press sent a bill to excellent advantage.
TV set."

JACQUARD T SHIRTS

CHRISTMAS CARDS

Heavyweight
Designed for Winterwear

Reg. 2.50---HOW 2.00

SWEATERS

•

CERAMICS

-

•

Ski Club Sees Film
Want to ski? Join the COP
Ski Club.
Soon to go on ski trips, and
presently showing movies, and
having dry ski lessons by Goody
Shuetz, ski team coach, the group
met last Wednesday and saw
movies of Sun Valley. Every COP
student and any Stockton College
student who lives on campus is
eligible.
People cried "fix, thieves,
chickens" and other various and
sundry names at the Phoos as
they relentlessly bid for the pho
no. But soon the masses gave in
to this overbearing form of capi
talism and graciously donated
their shekels to the cause.

In Cold
Windy Weather

HOT COFFEE!

END ZONE
— YOUR ON CAMPUS FOUNTAIN —

JUVENILE SHIRTS

JACKETS
•

skirts, and the auctioneer sought
the shelter of a nearby auto as
the throngs revolted against this
great show of capitalism.
The auction was running
smoothly as reasonable bids were
put up for the various articles on
the block. But when the hawker
stepped up to the microphone to
announce the next tempting offer
ing, a sudden tenseness enveloped
the crowd. Silence proceeded the
announcement: "this lovely 3speed victrola, retailing for $24.50;
what am I bid?"
The crowd ooed and ahed at the
initial bid of 100,000 dollars, but
all pandemonium broke loose as
the next bid jumped to 200,000.

Two newly cut records featur
ing COP's A Cappella Choir and
Band will be used to advertise
college events in the near future.
The recording done by Quality
Sound, the discs will feature the
choir and the band in separate
versions of "Pacific Hail," and
the band playing the school fight
songs "Come On You Hungry
Tigers" and "Get the Old Cheers
Ringing."

•

GLASSWARE

PENNANTS

•

TOMMY TIGERS

T F

MAKE US YOUR CHRISTMA GIF HEADQUARTERS

